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Training Techniques
for Today’s Safety Professional
“How to Plan, Develop and Deliver a Powerful and
Successful Training Program/ Presentation”
Do you conduct Safety Presentations or OSHA Training Programs? Do you spend
a lot of time preparing and rarely get the positive and effective results you want? If
you do, then this 2-day seminar is what you need:
Safety training in today’s business world is a must. Unfortunately, not many
trainers realize that having the information to present and convey to their students
is only one facet. How you plan, develop and most importantly, present the
information is a totally different skill and art. This is what determines how
successful your training or presentation will be.
This important and highly valuable 2-day training course is a must for today’s
safety professional.
Goals and Objectives
In this highly active, state of the art, hands-on training seminar, the student will
receive the most fundamental training and presentation techniques. This will create
a solid foundation from which to communicate and establish ideas, concepts and
messages. The course will incorporate a combination of classroom formatting,
lecturing and hands-on training allowing participants to practice what they have
learned. The student will finish the course with materials and a video of their
presentation skills in action.
Additionally, the course includes a combination of powerful platform skills, the
use of props, the value of sharing stories as well as a list of DO’S and DON’TS,
and a checklist of what to do before “taking the front of the room”. These
presentation techniques will create a powerful presenter and trainer who will get
“the point across” with credibility to their students as a highly respected safety
professional.
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